
Week Summary: 
This week during science class we focused the most on animal 
behavior and how animals act in the wild. We watched one video 
on animal behavior and how animals mate in the jungle. Then we 
watched one video/ a part of one video on how fish mate. The 

last two videos we watched were on bowerbirds. We learned about 
courtship rituals and how genetics are important for when an 
animal reproduces. Overall this was a great week in science.

 

 
 
Monday: No School 
 
 
 
Tuesday:  

On Tuesday we worked on our invasive species wanted posters 
as we were getting our September kickstarts graded. Most people 
finished the wanted posters so we did not get or need so much 
time to finish up. Later we, Filled out the experience wall for 
invasive species and then took notes and talked about the 
purpose of an animal and how better genetics are good for young. 

 
 
 



 
 
 

Wednesday:  
On Wednesday anybody that made corrections on their wanted 

posters handed it in. After that, we watched the first half of a 
video about animal behavior and as we were watching the  video 
we took notes on what behaviors we saw in different animals. We 
also learned how certain animals mate. At the very end of class 
we got to see how Beta fish mate. The male beta fish makes a 
bubble cloud on the top of the water and then the female and the 
male dance under the bubbles. 

 
 

 
 
 

Thursday: 
On Thursday we started to discuss and learn about the 

bowerbird, and how they mate. We watched two different videos on 
the bowerbird. For bowerbirds to mate they need to have blue and 
violet objects, and the male bird has to impress and female with 
a dance and a song. Last we got a data sheet on bowerbirds and 
started an argument on a claim that was false. 

 

 
 
 



 
Friday: 

On friday we went over and discussed what we did the day 

before to refresh our minds. Next we finished up our claims for 
our bowerbird argument. The class decided to refute the claim 
because there were many reasons why the statement was wrong. 
After we finished that we worked on how courtship rituals are 
important for the entire species and wrote a paragraph on that. 

                         
 
 
 
 
 
Science News Article: 
 
Name:   Dog behaviors like aggression and fearfulness are linked to breed genetics 
Link:   https://www.sciencenews.org/article/dog-breed-behavior-genetics 
Summary:  This article is about how dog breed genetics can connect and be like other 
dog breeds. Also it is about how genetics are linked to the way dogs act and behave. 
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